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To:  Managers of foundations, public organizations, volunteer 
movements, manufacturers of army equipment/garment and their trading 
houses. 
 
From: Volunteer organization Ukraine Alive 2022 

NGO «Legal Development Network» 
Recipient code: 40038548 
JSC CB "PRIVATBANK" 
IBAN UA543052990000026000000800258 

 
For:  PUBLIC ORGANIZATION SPAS-23 
 st. Artem, in. 1-5, Kyiv, 04655, Ukraine 

& 
as well as for the needs of the Territorial Defense and all those in need in 
different districts of Kyiv 

 
Volunteer organization Ukraine Alive 2022 

 
We are an association of entrepreneurs who have rallied for the sake of the 

freedom of our    country. We have created a logistics and coordination center to help 
the population and support our army. We ask for help and support in our work. 

 
There is a need for support: 

 

1. Body armors (ballistic capabilities: NIJ Level IV (ICW) (as light as possible but 
well protected - for our mobile units that should move in the city buildings, 
forests and crossed locale space previously);  

2. Helmet (Protection: NIJ 0106.01 IIIA) 

3. Ballistic glasses - uniform (EU sizes: from S up to XXL) - gloves (L and XL - EU 
sizes);  

4. Copters (unfortunately, our 2 copters had been destroyed together with their 
operators) example: https://modelistam.com.ua/ua/geksakopter-yuneec-
typhoon-professional-p-34833/ ; 

Volunteer organization "Ukraine Lives 2022" 
Tel: +380 97 946 5423 
ukrainealive22@gmail.com 
04050, Kyiv, st. Hlybochytska, house 33-37 

Our partners: 
Kyivautopark (I Service 1 LLC) 
https://kyivautopark.com/  
NGO "Legal Development Network" 
https://ldn.org.ua/  
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5. Tourniquets - first aid kits for soldiers; 

6. Israele bondage (or analogous) - helmets (57-59 cm) - digital radio with 
constant changing coding;  

7. Thermal underwear;  

8. Military tablet. 

All the previous points - for 1000 person. 

 
Determine the required number of food products per 1,000 people per week  

 
Recipient: NGO «Legal Development Network» for Volunteer 
organization Ukraine Alive 2022 

 
Recipient's legal entity address: 1D HRUSHEVSKOHO STR., KYIV, 
01001, UKRAINE  
 
Recipient's warehouse address: 29 OLGICHA STR., KYIV, 04060, 
UKRAINE (Ukraine Alive 2022 Volunteer Organization)  
 
Recipient Coordinator: Pakhol Boris (+380 67 443 1616) 
boris.pakhol@gmail.com  

 

Head VO "Ukraine Alive 2022" 
Borys Pakhol    

Executive Director 
Legal Development Network 
Eugene Poltenko  

12.03.2022  


